In end-to-end distributed real time systems, a task may be executed sequentially on different processors. The end-toend task response time must not exceed the end-to-end task deadline to consider the task a schedulable task. In transient over load periods, deadlines may be missed or processors may saturate. The imprecise computation technique is a way to overcome the mentioned problems by trading off precision and timeliness. We developed an imprecise integrated framework for scheduling fixed priority end-to-end tasks in distributed real time systems by extending an existing integrated framework for the same problem. We devised a new priority assignment scheme called global mandatory relevance scheme to meet the concept of imprecise computation. We devised an algorithm for processor utilization adjustment, this algorithm decreases the processor load when the processor utilization is greater than one. Also we extended the schedulability analysis algorithms presented in the old framework to allow adaptive priority assignment and to meet imprecise computation concept. Simulation results showed that our new framework is more dependable and predictable than the existing framework over transient overload periods.
Introduction
In [1] an integrated framework for scheduling fixed priority end-to-end tasks in distributed real time systems is proposed. This framework solves the following three related problems: Priority Assignment, Execution Synchronization and Schedulability Analysis which is based on the busy period analysis proposed in [2] . This framework fails if the task's worst-case response time analysis exceeds its end-to-end deadline or if the processor (resource) utilization exceeds one. The imprecise computation technique that is presented in [3] is used to overcome the mentioned problems. In [4] an extended imprecise computation model is proposed. We developed an adaptive imprecise integrated framework for scheduling fixed priority end-to-end tasks in distributed real time systems by combining work in [1, 4] to overcome problems appeared in [1] . We devised a new priority assignment scheme called global mandatory relevance scheme and devised an algorithm for processor utilization adjustment. Also we extended the schedulability analysis algorithms' functionality presented in [1] . To overcome the first problem, we try to reduce the response time of the task to meet its deadline. The task in distributed real time systems can be viewed as a chain of subtasks that work on different processors. The output quality is a function of task's processing time and the input quality. So the extended imprecise computation model presented in [4] is used to add the advantage of vanquishing the input error, to our work. In the extended imprecise computation model each task i T is decomposed into two parts mandatory part i M and optional parts i O that can be extended according to i h and i k , the mandatory scaling factor and optional scaling factor, respectively. We try to solve the processor utilization adjustment problem by reducing the execution time of subtasks that execute on the failed processor. Our imprecise integrated framework satisfies the required issues mentioned in [5] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we state the used system model. In section 3, we introduce the new priority assignment schemes. In section 4, we present the processor utilization adjustment algorithm. In section 5, we present the extended schedulability analysis algorithms, discussing the imprecise schedulability analysis algorithm. In section 6, we present the simulation experiments and finally we give conclusion in section 7.
System Model
Our system model extends the system model in [1] using the extended imprecise computation model in [4] and adds new derived parameters MR (mandatory relevance), PI (priority index), VD (virtual deadline). Model assumptions and other parameters are the same as in [1, 4] . We used adaptive fixed priority assignment that increases system schedulability. Subtasks inherit their parent priority (composite task).
Global Mandatory Relevance Priority Assignment Scheme
It was proved in [1] that every sub-problem of the priority assignment problem for the case of any synchronization protocol and schedulability analysis algorithm is NP-hard. So there are only heuristic solutions. The heuristic schemes, which are proposed in [1] , are not appropriate to be applied on the new framework because it gives illogical results as indicated in [7] . Summarizing issues to be considered in the new priority assignment scheme: (1) A task is decomposed in two parts mandatory and optional. The mandatory part has much higher priority than the optional part. (2) The mandatory part's relevance is the mandatory execution time compared to the whole task execution time (3) Follow a deadline-based scheme. The new priority assignment scheme compromises among the above three issues, giving the highest priority to the task that has the highest mandatory relevance and shortest deadline.
Concept of the new scheme
The composite tasks are going to be sorted from the highest to the lowest priority according to certain criterion. Hence, the sort position of the parent composite task represents the priority of its subtasks. Now the new factors that are used to determine the task's priority will be introduced. Mandatory Relevance (MR): Is the ratio between the task's mandatory part and the whole task's execution time T . The value of Virtual Deadline can be decreased during the computation according to the system conditions to increase task priority. Its value never affects the relative endto-end deadline and schedulability analysis does not use it in any deadline comparison. It is just used in task's priority promotion. Priority Index (PI): Is the criterion used in tasks sorting. Priority Index is computed from the following equation:
Scheme Implementation
The composite tasks are going to be sorted according to their priority index. But one can get many tasks having the same priority indices. In this case the algorithm gives the composite task with the shorter relative end-to-end deadline the higher priority, because it follows the deadline-based schemes logic, as well equal priority indices and equal relative end-to-end deadline can exist. In this case, the scheme gives the composite task with the shorter mandatory part the higher priority, because this means they have the same mandatory relevance. Hence the shorter mandatory part task is the shorter execution time task, the algorithm gives it the higher priority to increase throughput following the concept of shortest job first. After sorting the composite tasks, subtasks inherit their parent priority. This scheme is a global priority scheme because the composite task's priority is determined according to interaction with all the system's tasks giving an accurate status about the task's priority. If global information is missing e.g. on-line scheduling, a local priority scheme is going to be used in which subtasks have different priority than their parent, for that reason another variation of this scheme is presented.
Local Mandatory Relevance Priority Assignment Scheme
The same concept of the global scheme can be applied on every processor's tasks, not on all tasks in the system. By calculating the mandatory relevance of the subtask as the ratio of its mandatory part compared to its execution time. Hence, the priority index is given by
Processor Utilization Adjustment
The framework proposed in [1] fails if the processor utilization exceeds 1. One has an opportunity to make the system schedulable by using the imprecise computation technique. When a processor fails, one tries to reduce the execution time of its subtasks. This is done by reducing the execution time of optional parts of its subtasks then try to eliminate the input error effect due to optional part reduction by extending both mandatory and optional parts of the successor subtask according to the task error functions [4] . One starts reducing the optional part of the least priority subtask until processor utilization be less than 1 or continue taking from optional parts of the higher priority subtasks until we reach the highest priority subtask. If all optional parts of the subtasks are reduced and the processor still fails, the system will fail. This means that the system is not schedulable with the current configuration. When one tries to eliminate the effect of input error the following may happen:
The extensions that are made for successor subtasks do not cause any other processors failure. In this case, what is lost in one processor is gained on another one making final error equals zero. This makes better utilization of the system resources.
One can not eliminate the input error because the reduced subtask is the last subtask in the chain and no successor for it. In this case, one continues scheduling the system knowing the final result will be with acceptable error.
The extensions that are made for successor subtasks cause other processors failure. So one repeats the utilization adjustment action for the failed processor that has the highest priority and the least subscript subtask executes on it. This choice is made to give a chance for the higher priority tasks to survive and limit the execution time of lowest priority tasks.
One repeats the above until system reports failure or success.
If we have N composite tasks and P processor the complexity of the algorithm is O(NP) [7] .
Extended Schedulability Analysis Algorithms
As mentioned before, the old integrated framework also fails when the worst case response time of the composite task exceeds its relative end-to-end deadline. Concerning the trade off between precision and timeliness we are going to reduce the composite task response time using imprecise computation to make the composite task meets its deadline. The response time of the composite task consists of two parts:
Execution Time: The sum of all its subtasks 'execution time (mandatory + optional).
Blocking Time: The sum of all time periods that the task is preempted by higher subtasks.
Hence, to reduce the response time one can reduce the execution time, blocking time or both.
Response Time Reduction: Execution Time Reduction phase
In this phase we reduce the optional parts of the failed composite task to make it schedulable with the least possible final error, taking into consideration the extensions due to optional reduction. In [4] near optimal algorithms are used to reassign task's optional parts obtaining the least possible final error. We use these algorithms to solve our problem. Five algorithms are proposed Dist_M, Dist_M+ or Dist_M+Iterative which are used when the mandatory extension is bigger than the optional extension and Dist_O or Dist_O+ which are used when the optional extension is bigger than the mandatory extension [4] . It is important to notice that deadline that is passed to the algorithms must equal to the difference between task's deadline and the sum of blocking time of its subtasks, to preserve the blocking time effect on the task response time after optional parts reductions.
After applying above algorithms one can have the following cases:
The algorithms failed to reduce the optional parts to make the composite task meet its deadline. In this case one assigns mandatory parts to all subtasks taking into consideration the mandatory extensions due to input error, and starts working in phase two (blocking time reduction or task promotion). The algorithms succeeded to reduce optional parts with minimal possible error and no processor failed due to the execution time reassignments. The algorithms succeeded to reduce the optional parts but due to execution time reassignment some processors failed. In this case, one assigns mandatory parts to all subtasks taking into consideration the mandatory extensions, and tries to give the last subtask as optional as it can take as long as it does not violate its deadline then let the utilization adjustment algorithm handles the case.
One assigns mandatory parts to all subtasks except the last one just to make the job easy for the algorithms in the next iteration and if optional parts will be reduced, the reduction would be from the last subtask only.
After the execution phase is finished, one continues with the next phase, to see the effect of execution time reduction over the tasks' priority. Even if the execution time phase is failed, one takes the information about the amount of time needed to make the composite task meets its deadline (we refer to this amount as shortage) and it will be used in the next phase.
Blocking Time Reduction
When the execution time reduction fails, this means that the task has only mandatory parts and still missing its deadline. In this case the blocking time must be reduced. By reducing the execution time of higher priority tasks we can make the lower priority task schedulable.
So it is needed to reduce the optional parts of higher priority tasks. This is not an easy problem to solve, because it demands to see the effect of this reduction, taking into consideration the extension in execution time of the successors, which might cause many problems. For example processors may fail (utilization >1), other subtasks on other processors may get their blocking time increased which may make other composite tasks to miss their deadline.
The concept of using the integrated framework will be violated if one tries to deal with all of these problems in the same time. The exit from this trap is to promote the failed task (increase its priority). Hence, the number of tasks with higher priority will be reduced giving a chance for the task to meet its deadline.
Task's priority promotion will increase system schedulability that instead the schedulability analysis algorithm stuck with one priority assignment as in [1] , another priority assignment can be found to make it schedulable. Now how can one promote the task? This depends on the task status and its current configuration. The following cases arise:
The execution time reduction phase is succeeded and the optional part is decreased so the mandatory relevance is increased. The task's priority is recalculated. The task may be promoted and the system is schedulable.
The execution time reduction fails, two actions are made to promote the task:
1-Task mandatory relevance becomes 1 2-The task's virtual deadline is decreased by the shortage reported from the execution time reduction phase as long as the virtual deadline value >0. The execution time reduction fails, the task mandatory relevance = 1 and (VD -shortage) < 0. This means that this task must be the highest priority task in the system. In this case the following should be done:
1-Make task's PI = 1. 2-Make its VD = relative deadline of the task 3-Mark the task as depleted task
The depleted task can not be reduced any more, also can not be promoted any more because the above configuration makes it the highest priority task in the system. In task's priority recalculation, if there are more than one depleted task in the system they are arranged according to the rules indicated in the global mandatory scheme.
Imprecise Extended Schedulability Analysis Algorithm
The old schedulability analysis algorithm's function is to determine whether the system is schedulable or not [1] . But when we integrate the concept of imprecise computation with it, new functions are added to the schedulability analysis algorithm such as the reduction of the response time, the processor utilization adjustment and priority assignment adaptation.
The imprecise extended schedulability analysis algorithm tries to get the system configuration that makes it schedulable with the available resources. The imprecise extended schedulability analysis algorithm is an iterative algorithm, each iteration has the following steps:
According to the current system configuration, it searches for failed processors (utilization >1) and fixes this problem by calling the Utilization Adjustment Algorithm. The result of this call will be correcting the failed processors or reporting system failure.
When the system has no failed processors, one can apply the old framework [1] to solve end-to-end problem using our priority assignment scheme.
If all the system tasks are depleted and missing deadlines still exist, the system reports failure because the system's resources are not enough.
If there are tasks missed their deadlines and not all the system tasks are depleted. One starts with highest priority failed task to reduce its response time. Since higher priority tasks affect on the response time of lower priority tasks (increases the blocking time), so when higher priority task is fixed, lower priority tasks could be fixed automatically. Another reason for choosing higher priority to be reduced first is to minimize the number of reduced tasks. If a higher priority task is fixed first, the lower one can be fixed automatically without any response time reduction, but if we fix lower priority task first we will have to fix the higher priority task too.
If the highest priority failed task is a depleted task then the system fails.
After correcting the highest priority failed task, one takes another iteration to get the final status of the system, if success one stops the algorithm else one repeats the work for the next highest priority tasks that missed its deadline.
In [1] the resource contention problem is solved using the old framework of end-to-end problem by applying a simple mapping algorithm. One can apply our framework to solve the resource contention problem using the same mapping algorithm.
Algorithm Complexity Lemma
If the system contain N composite tasks, and each composite task has at most M subtasks and number of the processors are P. The imprecise schedulability analysis algorithm worst case complexity will be O( )) (
Simulation Results:
We study the performance of the suggested imprecise integrated framework and compare it with the old framework in [1] to show how the dependability of the system is increased. Five simulation experiments are performed using the transient overload work models presented in [6] . For more details about workload generation, simulation experiments, simulator validation and verification and algorithms pseudo code refer to [7] .
Performance Criteria
We used the performance criteria in [1, 4] to validate our work. Work in [1] used the schedulability index and failure rate, work in [4] used the average final error and we added the worst final error to show the maximum error occurred in the system indicating the trade off between imprecision and timeliness. All the experiments compare the reaction of the two frameworks under the experiment conditions.
Comments on results

Experiment 1:
The results of experiment 1 are indicated in Table 1 . From the results we see that the failure rate and schedulability index are noticeably reduced using the imprecise framework, hence the system dependability is increased. The failure rate equals zero for the imprecise framework until we reduced the deadline by 70% the failure rate starts to increase which mean that the deadline in this stage is not enough for scheduling only mandatory parts of the tasks. The failure rate approximately reaches 1 when we reduced 90% of the deadline. So we succeed to make the system schedulable when the normal framework fails. We notice that the worst-case final error equals 1 when percentage exceed 70% means there are tasks that loose all its final optional part. Also we notice that the average final error exceeds as the percentage increases which means many optional parts are decreased to meet the deadline Experiment 2: The results of experiment 2 are indicated in Table 2 . From the results we see that the failure rate and schedulability index are reduced using the imprecise framework, hence the system dependability is increased. Failure rate equals zero in the imprecise case because even when the utilization of a processor exceeds 1, the optional part is discarded and the system still schedulable. We notice that the worst-case final error equals 1 when the scale exceed 3 means that there are tasks loose all its final optional part. Also we notice that the average final error exceeds as the scale increases which means many optional parts are decreased to make system schedulable.
Experiment 3:
The results of experiments 3a and 3b are listed in Tables 3,4 consequently, when we scaling the optional part (experiment 3a) we see that the failure rate and schedulability index are reduced using the imprecise framework. Failure rate equals zero in the imprecise case because even when the utilization of a processor exceeds 1, the optional part is discarded and the system still schedulable. But when we scale the mandatory part (experiment 3b) we see the schedulability index of the imprecise framework is bigger or equals to the old framework. This happens because when we scale mandatory part we increase the task priority, hence increasing the blocking time of the lower priority tasks that increases the worst-case response time. Also we notice the failure rate starts to increase because when utilization exceeds 1 and no more optional time to sacrifice with, the system fails. Also we notice that the average final error exceeds as the scale increases which means many optional parts are decreased to make system schedulable.
Experiment 4:
The results of experiment 4 are listed in Table 5 , we notice that the failure rate is noticeably decreased but the schedulability index is increased because we add high priority tasks to the system hence increasing the worst-case response time. Also we notice that the average final error and worst-case final error exceeds as the scale increases which means many optional parts are decreased to make system schedulable.
Experiment 5:
The results of experiment 5 are listed in Table 6 , we notice that the failure rate is noticeably decreased and reached zero but the schedulability index value is increased then decreased. This is because schedulability index is the ratio between the response time and the period. Imprecise framework decreases the response time but we also decrease the period. So schedulability index is increased at first because response time is not decreased heavily but the period decreased giving higher schedulability index but later the amount of response time reduction is increased so the amount of period reduction giving slight difference from schedulability index in the beginning of the experiment.
CONCLUSION
We devised the following: new priority assignment schemes global and local mandatory relevance schemes, a new algorithm for processor's utilization adjustment, a new algorithm for response time reduction based on Dist_M (variations) and Dist_O (variations) algorithms and minimize the blocking time by task's priority promotion. We extend the old schedulability analysis algorithms' functionality. From simulation results we can say that we made an imprecise adaptive integrated framework for end-to-end distributed real time systems that increases system's dependability and ensures graceful degradation of the system which is not maintained in framework proposed in [1] . Table 1   Table 2 
